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ABSTRACT

A mathematical model is proposed for the computation of turbulent incompressible flows through
mixing grids. This model is obtained as follows : in a three-dimensional domain we represent a mixing
grid by small identical wings of size e2 periodically distributed at the nodes of a plane regular mesh of
size e, and we consider incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with a no-slip condition on the wings.
Using an appropriate homogenizaiion process we pass to the limit when e tends to zero and we obtain a
arinkman equation, Le. a Navier-Stokes equation plus a zero-order term for the velocity, in a homo-
geneous domain without anymore wings. The interest of this model is that the spadal discretization is
simpler in a homogeneous domain, and, moreover, the new term, which expresses the grid's mixing
effect, can be evaluated with a local computation around a single wing.

INTRODUCTION

Mixing grids may be found in several industrial devices. For exemple, in nuclear reactor cores,
some of them are used to mix coolant from different subchannels in order to homogenize the coolant's
temperature. In this case a typical grid is made of a regular square mesh sustaining at its nodes small
wings which deflect the coolant's flow. To find wing's optimal shape is not obvious, but is indeed of
great interest. For this purpose, beside hydraulic experiments, one can use numerical computations. But
whatever numerical method is used, the exact computation of turbulent incompressible flows through
mixing grids is out of reach, even with today's best supercomputers, as soon as grids have too many
meshes. This is the reason of our interest in an approximate mathematical model in order to compute
such flows with a large number of grid's meshes in a reasonable computer time. The homogenization
theory (see [3],[8]) provides us a mathematically rigorous approximation of this problem. In the first
part of this paper we describe the homogenization process and give some mathematical results obtained
in [1] for both two-dimensional and three-dimensional cases. In the second part, we focus on the three-
dimensional case, and explain how to use the model for practical computations.



THE HOMOGENIZATION PROCESS

In this paragraph we present some theoretical results for two-dimensional and three-dimensional
problems because the homogenization process is the same in both cases, although the two models
obtained are very different

For two-dimensional Sows, we represent a mixing grid by small wings of size exp(-C(Jt) period-
ically distributed along a line with a period of size e (where C 0 is a positive constant). Then the
number of wings in the grid is about 1/e. For three-dimensional flows, we represent a mixing grid by
small identical wings of size CoE2 periodically distributed at the nodes of a plane regular square mesh
of size e (where Co is a positive constant). In this case the number of meshes in the grid is about 1/e2.

Let O be a domain in which we place the grid, and O, be the part of Cl occupied by the fluid (i.e.
Qe is obtained by removing the small wings from Q). The steady motion of a turbulent incompressible
viscous fluid under the action of an exterior force f is ruled by the following Navier-Stokes equations
(see e.g. [2]), with a no-slip boundary conditions on the wings :

Vp, + u(.Vuc - fiA«c - / in Qf

V.u( » O in Qt

ii,aO on the wings

where ue is the velocity, pt the pressure, and u- the viscosity of the fluid (because of the fluid's
incompressibility, we may assume its density is constant equal to 1).

When t tends to zero, the '«ing's volume goes to zero but there are more and more wings. In
fact, the total volume of all the wings goes to zero, and one could think that the wings simply "disap-
pear", but the homogenization theory show that the grid's effect still remains. The homogenization pro-
cess consists to pass to the limit in the system (NS1) when e tends to zero. We will not discuss the
mathematical conditions we need for that purpose, and we refer to [1] where the proofs of the following
results may be found (let us just say that the mathematical method we use to prove our results is called
the energy method (see [8]), and one can see [S] where it is applied to the case of the laplacian opera-
tor).

Theorem 1 :

When e tends to zero, then the solution («« . Pu ° f equations (NS1) convenes towards the solu-
tion (uj>) of the following "homogenized" system :

pAu + Mu =f in Q
in Q

where M is a symétrie positive matrix which is concentrated on the grid (i.e. M*0 elsewhere),
and M does not depend on the force f, or on the solution (u,p).

Because of this new zero-order term for the velocity, (NS) is a Brinkman law (see [4]). This term "Mu"
is the drag force doe to the grid.



This result is incomplete if we don't know anything about the matrix M. Thus we give two different
characterization of M, according to the space dimension.

Theorem 2 :

Assume the space dimension is equal to 2. Then, whatever the wing's shape we choose, the
matrix M is given by :

Af = jj. — Id where Id is the identity matrix
Co

This result is somewhat surprising, but in fact it is a simple consequence of the well known Stokes
paradox (see e.g. [2]). However, theorem 2 implies that this model is devoid of interest for plane flows.
Fortunately the three-dimensional case is totally different

Theorem 3 :

Assume the space dimension is equal to 3.

Let (W) be a unit reference wing which is similar to those of the grid, but with a characteristic
lenglit equal to 1. For each unit vector (e»)ts»sj corresponding to the three space directions, we
denote by Fk the drag force exerced on the Stokes Bow past the wing (W) which is equal to «* at
infinity. "

Then if all the wings are identically oriented in the grid, we obtain a constant matrix M equal to :

M = H "y

This result can be generalized to the case of identical wings with a varying orientation on the grid. Let
P(x) be the rotation matrix which maps a wing at the point x on the reference wing at the origine. Then
we have :

M(x) - P(x)M(0)'/>(x) where Af(O) » u - j ~ C* W

In the three-dimensional case, the matrix M is not necessarily a scalar matrix, thus equations (NS) are
generally not isotropic. This term "Mu" is a mixing term which represents the grid's effect
An important remark is that those results are strongly connected with the no-slip boundary condition on
the wings. With other boundary conditions, we may obtain very different conclusions. The wing's size
is also deeply involved : for exemple, if one consider wings of size e, the limit problem is in fact two
Stokes system, upstream and downstream from the grid, connected by a viscous uniform boundary layer
on the grid (see, e.g. [6]).

THE PRACTICAL COMPUTATION

Obviously this mathematical model may be useful because we replace the exact, but expensive,
computation of flows through grids by an approximate computation which is divided in two parts. First
a "local" computation of a Stokes flow past a single wing, which gives the value of the matrix M. And



then a "global" compulation of a Brinkman equation in an homogeneous (i.e. with no more grid)
domain CL And because Q is simpler than flt, those two computations in Ï1 and near (W) are cheaper
than the one in Og.

Let us describe now the practical computation. For each unit vector (tt)litsi corresponding to (he
three space directions, we compute the following steady Stokes Row past the wing (W) :

Vqk - &wk = O outside (W)

V.wk = O outside (W)

Wk = O on (W)

wk = ek at inanity

where wk is the velocity and qk the pressure of the fluid around the wing .

Remark that the system (Sk) is adimensional (the viscosity and the boundary value of the velocity are
equal to 1), and can be interpreted as a boundary layer problem around a wing. Moreover, M can also
be interpreted as the "energy" of this viscous boundary layer because of the following formula :

When (W) is the unit sphere, we know an analytical solution of (Sk) (see e.g. [2]), and we can
give the explicite value of M :

M = H C 0 "I* Id

We can compare this given value with the one obtained with a numerical method, and thus we
have a useful way to test the numerical method.

We also have to calculate the solution of the system (NS), using the value of M found with the
proceeding three "local" computations. For any value of the Reynold's number, we can get the right
order of magnitude for the grid's drag force because the choice of the constant C0 is free.

We hope that the numerical computations we are performing with the help of the Finite Element
Method code TRIO (see [7]) will show a good agreement of the model with experiments, at least for
moderate value* of the Reynold's number.
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